
 

 

 
Request for Proposal: 
Creation of Marketing/Outreach Materials  
 

RFP Overview 
REWA plans to refresh and expand our outreach efforts and seeks the services of a contract graphic 

designer/project manager in 2019 to produce a variety of marketing materials to better support our 
mission of supporting immigrant and refugee women and families in culturally- and linguistically-
appropriate ways. Our goals with this RFP are to:  

• Provide background, mission, and brand of REWA 

• Detail the services we seek (Scope of Work) 

• Solicit competitive bids for these services (including samples, timeline, and itemized budget) 

• Identify and select best vendor suited for our project for this contract 
 

About Us 
In 1985, a group of resettled refugee women realized the unique needs of 
refugee and immigrant women and mothers were being overlooked in the 

social service settings that existed at the time. They founded the South 
East Asian Women’s Alliance (SEAWA) to provide newly arrived women 
with services in their native languages that were not available from other 

agencies. From a small, informal alliance of concerned refugee women, 
ReWA has grown to become one of the largest non-profit refugee and 

immigrant service providers in the Puget Sound area.  
 

ReWA is a non-profit, multi-ethnic organization that promotes inclusion, independence, personal 

leadership, and strong communities by providing refugee and immigrant women and their families with 
culturally and linguistically appropriate services. ReWA advocates for social justice, public policy 

changes, and equal access to services while respecting cultural values and the right to self-
determination. Across nine sites in Renton, SeaTac, Lake City, and more, we offer ten distinct 
programs (including Family Empowerment, Domestic Violence survivor support, English language 

courses, Youth Development, and Early Learning Centers) that impact 12,000 individuals annually. 
 

Our Brand 
The ReWA butterfly mark tells the story of rebirth and renewal, which is why we use gradient colors 
when using the butterfly. Our design is direct, classic, and artistically inoffensive to the many cultures, 

ethnicities, and religions we serve.  
 

The Purpose of Our Outreach Efforts 
ReWA serves clients of diverse linguistic backgrounds, and we have the capacity to reach out to clients 
in 55+ languages and dialects. Our outreach efforts commonly include word-of-mouth and outreach at 
community centers, churches, schools, and various public events and resource fairs. We use our 

marketing materials to tell our story and share the difference we make in the lives of our clients. These 
materials have a dual audience: speaking to the clients we serve while also allowing us to showcase 

our work and advance support for our programs so that we can continue welcoming refugee and 
immigrants into our communities. 

https://www.rewa.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/06/History-and-Mission.png


Specifically, we seek to create a new Domestic Violence brochure and collateral materials that will be 
translated into 14 different languages for dissemination throughout our service area and community. 

The Domestic Violence brochure will set the template for other program brochures that will follow the 
successful completion of this first step. 

 

Scope of Work 
• Describe the work of our Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault (DV and SA) programs in clear 

and accessible language  

• Create a DV and SA brochure that meets ReWA’s brand and emphasis on quality and 
professionalism, that can be adopted into a larger ReWA brochure 

• Working with DV Advocates and other language experts, correctly translate the DV and SA 
brochures into 14 different languages. 

• Bid and send appropriate materials out to printing companies to produce quality physical copies 

• Create electronic versions of all brochures 

• Track and bill hours effectively and accurately 

• Communicate effectively in writing and in verbal conversations 

• Package all materials in a manner that could be used and edited in future 
 

The successful vendor will have an understanding of Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault services; 
have experience working with language connections and translation agencies; be knowledgeable about 
working with refugee and immigrant communities with diverse cultures and backgrounds; and be able 

to get professional photos of our various ethnic communities, including Eastern European; Middle 
Eastern; East African; Southeast Asian; and Spanish speaking communities. Ideal candidates will be 

patient and able to work with people of diverse cultures and backgrounds and would work with DV 
Advocates and Program Director on communications and feedback. 
 

RFP deadline dates 
March 8 Release of RFP. 
March 31 RFPs due. Email to annien@rewa.org. Please use “Marketing RFP” in subject heading. 

April 1-15 Review of RFPs. 
April 15-26 Follow up calls or interviews as necessary. 

May 1  Decision Made and Work Commences. 
Projects should be completed by August 31, 2019. 

 

How to Submit Proposals 
Proposals must be received on or before the above deadline. Interested candidates should send: 

• Contact information, including mailing address, email, phone number 

• Resume/CV with estimated hours for project completion and hourly rate or project rate total 

• A statement of qualifications, including extent of experience in fulfilling Scope of Work 

• Three client references (an academic reference may be added as a 4th reference) 

• Link to an online portfolio or a folder with PDF files of at least five work samples in full color 
(samples including brochures, flyers, and annual reports are suitable). Please compress files. 

 

General Project Timeline   
May 1   Project Begins 

June 1  Copy and Layouts Approved 
July 1  At least half of the brochures translated; Online versions created 

Aug 1  Printing companies identified; All brochures translated for both print and online 
Aug 31  Brochures in hand 
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